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10 years after the remarkable story of Cartoon Wars, a brave warrior from distant lands departs in search of adventure. Betting on forgotten old lands he embarks on adventures in unknown enemy territory... Progress through levels, weapon in hand, defending yourself against waves of monsters and other enemies during real-time fights. Take on the challenge of a perpetual adventure with this exciting and
addictive story! Progress constantly and tirelessly through the levels and confront the monsters with new weapons! Equip your fighter by choosing from a wide selection of short and long swords, and hyper class helmets! For more information, Google PlaySupported Android {2.3 and UP} Supported android Version:- Gingerbread (2.3-2.3.7)- Honeycomb (3.0-3.2.6)- Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0-4.0.4)- Jelly
Bean(4.1-4.3.3.3.41)- KitKat (4.4-4.4.4)- Lollipop (5.0-5.0.2) or UPcartoon_wars_blade_v1.0.8_mod.apk Developer : Version : Google Play : PlayStore Cartoon Wars: Blade + MOD - 4.1 out of 5 based on 19 votes DescriptionCartoon Wars: Blade. Ten years passed after the events that took place in Cartoon Wars. The king's brave warrior departs in search of adventures over the hills and far away. He said
goodbye to measured and quiet life, and went into the territory until then unknown. You are pass on all levels with weapons in your hands and defend yourself from monsters and other creatures taking place in your way. Unlimited action levels, easy control, new helmets and weapons and a wonderful soundtrack are waiting for you in the game. Have fun downloading the Mod APK from Cartoon Wars: Blade
for free, in Sbenny.com!APK Requirements and Details:Android Version Required: 2.3 and higher versions of Android Smartphones and TabletsSQuia storage: 48 MB or more Internet Connection IS NOT required to playLast Updated Apk Version: 1.0.8APK ID: com.gamevil.cartoonwars.globalGenre: ArcadePrice: Free Purchases with In-AppAds? SIM installation instructions Download one of the [APK]
files below (the MOD version is the HACKED app) or try the [Google Play] version; Move the file .apk to your Android Smartphone or Tablet and install it (if you're on your phone, just install the apk by tapping it); Launch the app and have fun with Cartoon Wars: Blade Broken Link? Outdated version? Report! Want us to make a custom MOD for you? Visit our dedicated forum! [APK] [39.4 MB] [v1.0.8] [MEGA
MOD]MEGA MOD Features: Unlimited Money (press Vol -) Unlimited Gems (press vol +) [APK] [39.1 MB] [v1.0.8] [APK+DATA] [Google Play] [Free Game]Have trouble installing Cartoon Wars: Blade? Read our tutorial on installing MOD APK files. Broken link? Looking for a newer or HACKED version of Cartoon Wars: Blade? Join our community and we will help you! Cartoon Wars: Blade + MOD is for sure
a great arcade app for Android, and the mod has already been downloaded about 11206 times right here on Android's favorite site! You will love your mod gameplay for sure and we really believe you will for many hours at home, at school, on the subway or anywhere you go with your Smartphone or Tablet! To download Cartoon Wars: Blade + MOD, click the appropriate download button above this
paragraph: the [Google Play] button will redirect you to the Play Store, the official source of Cartoon Wars: Blade + MOD,(just without the mod) while the other button(s) will redirect you to the landing page to download Cartoon Wars: Blade + MOD directly on your device! If you have a few minutes, please scroll down and review this app, giving feedback and sharing your experience on Cartoon Wars: Blade +
MOD, to help people from all over the world know what Cartoon Wars: Blade + MOD is about and whether it worked well or not for you. If you love arcade apps for Android like us, share your love using the social buttons below to let your friends know about us! I hope you found this page useful about Cartoon Wars: Blade + MOD, especially for the MOD version we provided here, a mod that you will surely
love to try! Read 11206 times Cartoon Wars: Blade + MOD Updated: Sunday, December 27, 2020 10:53 AM Hello, my lovely friends! Welcome back. To tell you the truth, ever since I went to school, I've always had a bad score in Fine Arts at school. What I can draw are just simple people stick. But I'm excited about these funny guys. And I can't believe there was a game to the world of dick guys! It sounds
simple, but it's not like that. This game is exciting! Let's explore cartoon wars blade with me. When referring to the stickman, most players remember the drawings in their notebooks when they were in school, the childhood paintings. Me too, the old books, nowhere without their appearance. Sometimes, just seeing these guys stick, we also feel the humor in him. Having the affection impressed with the
people of the stick, I have searched and played numerous games on this topic on my phone. However, the game series took me a long time to be Cartoon Wars from cult developer GAMEVIL. I played most of the different versions of this series and discovered not only mine, but also many other players around the world who love it. That's also why I want to introduce this name in Good Game that you may
not know today. Continuing the cartoon war series released and very successful, Cartoon Wars: Blade has itself ready to be a force of players passionate about the Cartoon Wars series. Possessing many new weapons and more attractive gameplay than previous versions, Cartoon Wars: Blade has gradually asserted an irresistible attraction for players in the first experience of the game. HistoryTo years
after the history of the Cartoon War, a brave warrior from the kingdom set out for distant lands. To participate in this adventure, the warrior had to break his life of leisure and embark on dangerous new lands. Story begins in Cartoon World, where there are two tribes, their evil color, and slaves, the black and white cartoon tribe. O O and the generation of white cartoons is considered possession and forced
to be a slave. Fortunately, some of them had a great idea to meet. They regrouped and began a revolt to free themselves, fighting against the dominance of the colorful empire. Through the name, you have a little guessed that the graphics in Cartoon Wars are embedded in cartoon style. The characters are drawn in a simple way, not very demanding, but still give us funny, unique shapes and personal
highlights. I find it strange that the effects, skills are meticulously cared for, more beautiful than the character. Each game has its own unique features, as well as Cartoons Wars Blade. After a period of experience in this game, I discovered some of its unique features, such as the level of the Action Pack Inlimited: unlock new stages and fight monstersArmasin new levelsWithout game controlsSimcharging
weapons and helmetsThe soundtrack Advanced Ly Graphic gameplay and many awesome battle scenes The reverse weapon systems are updated regularly With bat characters , Cartoon Wars Blade has also added new game modes to follow predecessors. :Raid: Fight with other players to earn saws and strengthen their barracks. Siege: Set up a team of 7 characters to challenge other players in survival
mode from consecutive enemy attacks. Team Battle: Create a 4-day squad and fight in 4 vs. four modes to earn countless mana-free rewards to take part in the battle. In addition, Cartoon Wars Bucket also brings a totally additional feature: Summon. This feature allows players to gain new battle units with different powers, helping you release using different combat tactics. You can also upgrade, strengthen,
match and equip runes for battle units to upgrade your army. Cartoon Wars Blade also boasts over 200 unique levels of unprecedented levels, making sure players take full advantage of combat units to overcome this game mode. In addition to the single and multi-player modes above, players can also take advantage of Expedition mode to use unused combat units and earn XP and other attractive
rewards. You can also receive rewards through exciting features like Bonus Roulette and Chests.The unique Cartoon Wars series, Cartoon Wars 2, and the guillotine version of Cartoon Wars Blade has won over 80 million players, bringing success in the global marketplace with unique graphics and simple yet equally simple gameplay and the immersive part. Cartoon Wars is a highly tactical mobile game. It
allows you to build your army with a reasonable amount of resources. Basically, you will prepare for distinct types of soldiers before going into battle. Over time, destroying enemies will increase your mana, and you need to use these points to draw distinct characters to appear. In a nutshell, this is a coin in battle, and you need to use it to hire characters. In addition, the player's primary construction also has
additional defensive weapons equipped, and you can also upgrade with bonuses after winning. With high levels, players will have access to advanced weapons and more bizarre warriors. At first, they were just road soldiers, mages, and later domesticated army and monsters. If you are strong, then the enemy is strong, then the character system in the enemy is equally diverse. Will peace in cartoon be
restored, will evil be repelled? It's all up to you! Overall, although Cartoon Wars Blade has simple graphics, its gameplay is exciting and attractive. At first, I was picky about underestimating this game when I first saw it. But I was wrong. Once you're involved in this game, it's going to be hard to get out. In addition, Cartoon Wars Blade also brings a complete story, not just you to play and fight. This is an
advantage I have for this game. The familiar guys of childhood now became soldiers in Cartoon Wars Blade.It it can be said that this game fulfilled my childhood dream. If you also want to meet these adorable guys again, try Cartoon Wars Blade today! Today!
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